
 

Qualified Immunity and  
State Legislative Reform in a Nutshell 

1.  What is Qualified Immunity?  

Qualified immunity is a legal defense that may be asserted by certain individuals (including law enforcement 

officers) in response to claims brought pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1983—i.e., a defense existing in federal law. This means 

that, absent a legislative adoption of the defense by a state’s legislature, the defense does not apply to claims brought 

pursuant to state law.    

2. How Exactly Does Qualified Immunity Impact Lawsuits Against Law Enforcement Officers? 

Qualified immunity prevents certain lawsuits—i.e., those brought pursuant to federal law—from proceeding 

to discovery and/or trial unless a court concludes that the defendant’s conduct violated a “clearly established” right 

or “clearly established” law. In practice, this usually means that a plaintiff can only overcome qualified immunity by 

citing to a controlling, published decision by a federal court of appeals that: (a) was in existence at the time of the 

defendant’s wrongful conduct; and (b) in which the court of appeals concluded that factually similar conduct violated 

the federal right at issue.  

3. What Would Happen if Virginia “Abolished” Qualified Immunity? 

Well, it’s important to be clear here because there is a lot of confusion and misinformation surrounding this 

question. Remember that qualified immunity is a defense created by federal law that may be asserted by defendants 

in response to certain types of claims brought pursuant to federal law. This means that Virginia cannot actually 

“abolish” qualified immunity in any way. Only the Supreme Court of the United States or Congress has the power to 

truly “abolish” the defense. All Virginia—or any other state for that matter—can do is to provide victims of police 

misconduct alternate remedies/avenues of recovery through state law and limit the immunities that Virginia law will 

recognize in connection with state law claims.  

4. Have Other States Enacted Legislation to Create Claims Against Law Enforcement Officers that are not 

Barred by Qualified Immunity? 

Yes. For example, in Colorado, SB 217 created a new civil action for deprivation of rights by law enforcement 

officers and the law specifically notes that qualified immunity is not a defense to such actions. In Connecticut, HB 

6004 created a new state civil cause of action allowing recovery against an officer who deprives a plaintiff (or a class 

of plaintiffs) of the equal protection or privileges and immunities provided by state law. New Mexico recently passed 

HB 4, which allows claims involving police misconduct to be brought against the public bodies that employ the officer 

involved (but not officer directly).  

5. Should Virginia Also Enact Legislation to Protect Individuals Harmed by Police Misconduct? 

Absolutely. Although an individual harmed by an officer’s misconduct may potentially bring suit under 

Virginia law by asserting a theory of battery or gross negligence, these are not ideal causes of action for vindicating 

civil rights claims with low damages because Virginia law does not permit a prevailing party to recover costs or fees 

in connection with such suits. Accordingly, in cases where the damages involved are not significant, it may be difficult 

for a victim to find counsel who will provide representation. Moreover, under current Virginia law, victims of police 

misconduct have no recourse against the municipalities that employ the officers involved and likely have no recourse 

against supervisory officers who fail to properly train, supervise, or terminate wayward officers. Finally, there does 

not appear to be any clear legal duty under Virginia law for bystander officers to intervene upon observing another 

officer’s misconduct or accurately report the observed misconduct to the chain of command. Thus, the present system 

is grossly inadequate to provide victims with a full, meaningful recovery against officers who engage in police 

misconduct. It is also incapable of providing the sort of agency-level accountability needed to identify and weed out 

police leadership that are responsible for allowing persistent practices of police misconduct to go uncorrected within 

their departments.    
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